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ChildrenвЂ™s Award honors Cherngs, Lowes and Smith
and kicks off the ChildrenвЂ™s Fund
1
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1. Trustee Peggy Tsiang Cherng, PhD, and Andrew Cherng, recipients of the ChildrenвЂ™s Award. 2. Back row: Co-Chair of the Childrens Hospital Los Angeles Board of Trustees and of Living Proof:
The Campaign for Childrens Hospital Los Angeles John D. вЂњJackвЂќ Pettker, and Childrens Hospital Los Angeles President and CEO Richard D. Cordova, FACHE. Front row: Former Chairman of
the Childrens Hospital Board of Trustees Walter B. Rose, Honorary Trustee and ChildrenвЂ™s Award recipient H. Russell Smith, and Marion Anderson, Co-Chair of the Board of Trustees and of the
Living Proof Campaign. 3. Childrens Hospital Los Angeles Trustee Beth Lowe and Bob Lowe, recipients of the ChildrenвЂ™s Award.
also the inaugural event celebrating the ChildrenвЂ™s Fund,
the new fund-raising initiative
generating unrestricted annual
support for Childrens Hospital.
The honoreesвЂ™ friends and family
members gathered to celebrate
the occasion, and a special tribute book featured photos of the
honorees with their guests. The
first-ever recipients were Peggy
Tsiang Cherng, PhD, and Andrew
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Cherng; Elizabeth and Robert
Lowe; and H. Russell Smith.
вЂњI am so proud that the hospital has chosen to honor these
dedicated volunteers,вЂќ says
Marion Anderson, co-chair
of the Childrens Hospital Los
Angeles Board of Trustees and
Living Proof: The Campaign for
Childrens Hospital Los Angeles.
вЂњTheyвЂ™ve all gone the extra mile
to help children and families;
they also have led the charge
for Childrens Hospital to be the
international leader in pediatrics
that it is today.вЂќ
Peggy Tsiang Cherng, PhD, is a
member of the Childrens Hospital
Board of Trustees. She and her
husband are co-chairs of Panda
Restaurant Group, Inc., one of the
largest family-owned businesses
in the nation, which Mr. Cherng
founded in 1983. Since the incep-
tion of Panda Cares, the corporationвЂ™s charitable arm, almost
a decade ago, Panda Restaurant
Group has donated food, funding
and service to nonprofit organizations across the country, and
in 2007, Panda Express became
a national sponsor of ChildrenвЂ™s
Miracle Network.
вЂњWe feel strongly about giving back to the community, and
Continued on page 3
Living Proof: Building for our Children
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Dollars raised and designated for the New Hospital Building as of June 30, 2008
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C
hildrens Hospital Los
Angeles held the firstever ChildrenвЂ™s Award,
presented by Wells Fargo on May
21. The event, hosted by Suzanne
Saperstein and emceed by Brooke
Shields, was created to honor
community leaders who have
made a difference in the lives of
children at Childrens Hospital
Los Angeles, in the greater Los
Angeles area and beyond. It was
GE N ER A T I N G
JOY
First Families Legacy Program gains
respected new membersвЂ”Marty and Bruce Coffey
T
he First Families Legacy Program of Childrens
Hospital Los Angeles can count another couple
among those who have made lasting gifts to help
build the New Hospital Building. Last year, longtime
donors Marty and Bruce Coffey joined First Families
with a generous gift that will help complete the 317bed, state-of-the-science building opening on Sunset
Boulevard in 2010.
Even as a child, Mrs. Coffey knew about Childrens
Hospital, largely because her parents gave boundless
energy, as well as financial assistance, to a network of
Marty and Bruce Coffey
FIRST
local charities. вЂњMy parents were a huge inspiration to
me,вЂќ she says, вЂњand they taught me that good people
would introduce me to good causes.вЂќ
It makes sense then that good friends figured into
the CoffeysвЂ™ decision to support the hospital. Take, for
instance, the inspiring commitment of the CoffeysвЂ™
longtime, close friends Kathy and Walt Rose. Former cochairs of the hospitalвЂ™s Living Proof Campaign, the Roses
helped secure more than $556 million in funding during
Phase I of the campaign. Then thereвЂ™s Peggy Galbraith,
one of Mrs. CoffeyвЂ™s closest friends and a member of
the hospitalвЂ™s Board of Trustees. вЂњShe is among the
loveliest and brightest people I know,вЂќ says Mrs. Coffey.
вЂњAnywhere Peggy leads, IвЂ™m thrilled to follow.вЂќ
And thereвЂ™s Roberta G. Williams, MD, FACC, MACC,
MAHA, vice president of pediatrics and academic affairs
at Childrens Hospital and professor and chair of the
Department of Pediatrics at the Keck School of Medicine
of the University of Southern California. The former
Chairman of Presto Food Products, Inc., Bruce Coffey
met Dr. Williams while serving with her as co-chair of
the American Heart Association of Los Angeles.
вЂњYou canвЂ™t know Roberta without gaining a deep
admiration for her,вЂќ says Mr. Coffey. вЂњSo when
she chose to take a leadership post at Childrens
Hospital Los Angeles, we became interested in an even
greater involvement.вЂќ
Still, it is more than marvelous friendships that keep
the Coffeys devoted to Childrens Hospital. It is the landmark scientific discoveries and unparalleled pediatric
care associated with the institution that nourish their
excitement and optimism. вЂњAnd every child receives the
same extraordinary care because the doctors and nurses
there donвЂ™t just talk; they do,вЂќ says Mrs. Coffey.
This philosophy of evenhanded service marks all
the CoffeysвЂ™ philanthropic involvements. Mr. Coffey,
for example, serves on the Board of Overseers for The
Huntington Library, Art Collections and Botanical
Gardens. вЂњThe HuntingtonвЂ™s wonderful atmosphere and
beauty make it a place of healing, too,вЂќ he says. вЂњAnd
absolutely everyone can enjoy it.вЂќ
Mrs. Coffey is a member of Luminaires, benefactors
of the Doheny Eye Institute, and an associate member of
the Pasadena Guild, one of the 34 Associate and Affiliate
groups that support Childrens Hospital through creative
fund-raising events and galas. The Coffeys even helped
celebrate the First Families Legacy Program themselves,
hosting the annual First Families dinner at their home
in November 2007.
Generosity takes many forms. For the Coffeys, it
is active involvement born out of enthusiasm rather
than duty. вЂњWe give because it generates joy, for us
and for others,вЂќ says Mrs. Coffey. вЂњWhat could be
more rewarding?вЂќ
вЂў
FAMILIES
Seda and Zareh BaghdasarianвЂ”
Putting children first, all over the world
First Families
Legacy Program
The First Families Legacy Program
celebrates families who provide
generous support for the New
Hospital Building. All First Families
receive special recognition in the
New Hospital Building.
To begin a legacy of family philanthropy through First Families,
we invite you to join by making
a contribution of $100,000 or
more to the New Hospital Building
Campaign. Commitments may be
made over five years.
Associate and Affiliate members
inquiring about First Families
may contact Bonnie McClure,
chairman of the Associates and
Affiliates, at 323-361-5431 or
[email protected]. For more
information about First Families,
please contact Leslie Nafie, associate vice president of Major and
Planned Gifts, at 323-361-4146
or [email protected]. вЂў
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S
eda and Zareh Baghdasarian take nothing less than a
global approach to giving. Dedicated to improving the
lives of children worldwide, the couple supports such
local health and education programs as Foothill Family Shelter,
serving parts of San Bernardino and Los Angeles Counties.
Simultaneously, they are helping to build the first elementary
school ever to exist in one of the poorest villages of Armenia.
вЂњChildren are the most valuable asset of any community
because they are its future,вЂќ says Mr. Baghdasarian. вЂњThey deserve
good health and an education that will let them participate in
tomorrowвЂ™s complex transnational environment.вЂќ
Given these sensibilities, the Baghdasarians fit perfectly into
the community of donors to Childrens Hospital Los Angeles.
Earlier this year, they joined the First Families Legacy Program
with a generous donation earmarked for the Emergency
Department of the New Hospital Building. Their gift will help
equip one of two state-of-the-art trauma rooms. Each installed
with its own CT scanner, the rooms will make it possible for
seriously injured children to remain in the same critical care area
for all their initial diagnostic testsвЂ”saving minutes when even
seconds count.
Their gift will help their community, La CaГ±ada Flintridge,
reach its $2 million goal as part of the hospitalвЂ™s Communities
That Care Campaign, raising funds for the New Hospital Building.
This is not the only contribution that the Baghdasarians have
made to Childrens Hospital; it is simply their latest. Last fall they
hosted a benefactorвЂ™s event at the ChocolateBox Cafe, the chocolatier they own in La CaГ±ada Flintridge, and in December, they
donated a percentage of their sales to the hospital.
An engineer by training, Mr. Baghdasarian owns and works
with a number of venture capital firms, some focused exclusively
on life science and information technology. вЂњAt this very moment,
there arenвЂ™t enough pediatric specialists to take care of all the
children in our own city, let alone youngsters living in remote
Zareh and Seda Baghdasarian
parts of the world,вЂќ he says. вЂњTechnology will eventually fill that
gap, giving doctors limitless geographic reach. Admittedly, weвЂ™re
not there yet; but at Childrens Hospital theyвЂ™re definitely heading in the right direction.вЂќ Mr. Baghdasarian recently joined
The Saban Research Institute Committee, a board committee
devoted to research enterprises at Childrens Hospital.
An interior designer and fine artist, Mrs. Baghdasarian has
fashioned California spaces as diverse as corporate offices, theme
parks and theatrical stage sets. She is currently planning a onewoman show of her paintings, and all proceeds will be used to
build more schools in poor communities abroad.
So whether itвЂ™s supporting a promising experimental therapy at Childrens Hospital, or introducing basic educational
opportunities to youngsters far away who have never attended
schoolвЂ”the Baghdasarians are willing to take well-calculated
risks. Concerned about the world they will leave to their sons
Adrian, 12, and Aren, 9, they refuse to be deterred by cynicism
or doubt. вЂњWhen the need is so great,вЂќ says Mrs. Baghdasarian,
вЂњwe must all be bold.вЂќ
вЂў
OUTSTANDING
SUPPORT
The Lincy Foundation supports future generations
H
elping children and families
reach their full potential is
one of the cornerstones of The
Lincy Foundation. This is why the organization has been a generous supporter
of Childrens Hospital Los Angeles for
nearly two decades.
The Foundation was created by Kirk
Kerkorian in 1989 in response to a devastating earthquake in Spitak, Armenia.
The massive quake destroyed two major
cities and 100 villages, claiming the lives
of 25,000 people. Contributions from
the newly formed Foundation provided
housing for thousands of families displaced by the quake and helped with the
reconstruction of roads and other key
infrastructure. This was Mr. KerkorianвЂ™s
first public philanthropic gift; he had
previously made substantial anonymous
gifts to other humanitarian causes.
Since then, The Lincy Foundation,
named after Mr. KerkorianвЂ™s daughters
Linda and Tracy, has invested more than
$500 million in humanitarian efforts,
both in Armenia and the United States;
Mr. Kerkorian has been listed as one
of Business WeekвЂ™s 50 Most Generous
Philanthropists.
The FoundationвЂ™s support for
Childrens Hospital now totals $4.4 mil-
lion, including a $2.2 million gift to the
Burtie Green Bettingen Surgery Center
in 1997. The FoundationвЂ™s latest grant of
$1 million was awarded last year and supports three areas within the hospital: the
ChildrenвЂ™s Fund ($600,000), the Center
for Community Translation ($200,000)
and the Airway Center ($200,000).
The ChildrenвЂ™s Fund, the hospitalвЂ™s
mission-based giving program, provides vital annual unrestricted support
to sustain and advance the hospitalвЂ™s
patient care, education and research priorities. Co-chaired by Bruce Meyer and
Childrens Hospital Trustee Kathy Rose,
the ChildrenвЂ™s Fund supports patients
and their family members throughout
the continuum of clinical care, educates
medical staff, conducts research to find
better treatments for childhood illnesses,
helps build state-of-the-art facilities and
supports recruitment of the best medical
experts available.
The Center for Community
Translation bridges the gap between the
knowledge developed in academic settings and the direct care provided in the
community for early identification and
intervention in mental health and substance abuse disorders. The overarching
mission of the Center for Community
Left: Kenneth Geller, MD, head of the Division of Otolaryngology at Childrens Hospital Los Angeles.
Right: Michele Kipke, PhD, head of the Community, Health Outcomes and Intervention Research
Program. Both faculty members at the Keck School of Medicine of the University of Southern
California, their work is being supported by the Lincy FoundationвЂ™s generous gift.
Translation is to promote health, reduce
disparities and improve the quality of
care delivered in community settings.
This mission will be accomplished by
developing and nurturing bi-directional
partnerships between academic institutions, community health-care providers
and members of the lay community.
The Airway Center provides comprehensive interdisciplinary care tailored
to each young patient whose complex
respiratory conditions require an inte-
grated and seamless team of expert physicians and surgeons, including ear, nose
and throat physicians, pulmonologists, a
thoracic surgeon and an otolaryngologist. The Division of Otolaryngology
and Childrens Hospital Los Angeles are
major referral centers for local, national
and international health-care providers
who cannot provide the highly specialized tertiary and quaternary care that
the hospital is renowned for across the
nation and the world.
вЂў
ChildrenвЂ™s Award honors Cherngs, Lowes and Smith
Continued from page 1
helping those less fortunate than
ourselves,вЂќ says Dr. Cherng. вЂњItвЂ™s
been our pleasure to be involved
with Childrens Hospital.вЂќ
Elizabeth вЂњBethвЂќ Lowe, also
a member of the Childrens
Hospital Board of Trustees,
was recently honored with the
вЂњWomen Making a DifferenceвЂќ
Volunteer of the Year award by
The Los Angeles Business Journal.
She was a commissioner for
First Five LA, and serves on the
board of Los Angeles Universal
Preschool which she chaired for
three years. She served as a fire
commissioner for the City of
Los Angeles during the Riordan
Administration. Robert вЂњBobвЂќ
Lowe is chairman and chief
executive of Lowe Enterprises,
a real estate development management firm in Los Angeles.
In addition to their financial
support of the hospital, the
Lowes have generously opened
their home in Palm Desert for
Childrens Hospital events.
вЂњChildrens HospitalвЂ”what
a wonderful place! How fortunate we are to be able to
support the families whose
1
precious children the hospital
serves,вЂќ says Mrs. Lowe. вЂњBob
and I really value and appreciate this award which we receive
in the company of the Cherngs
and Russ Smith.вЂќ
H. Russell Smith and his
wife, Jeanne, became involved
with Childrens Hospital in
the late 1970s when Childrens
Hospital needed a strong leader
during difficult financial times.
Mr. Smith served as chairman
of the hospitalвЂ™s then Board
of Directors from 1980 to
1988, and as a member of the
Board until 1989. His leader-
ship was pivotal to Childrens
HospitalвЂ™s success during this
critical time in its history. Mr.
Smith was chairman of the
Board of Directors of Avery
International (now known as
Avery Dennison).
вЂњIвЂ™m honored to be one
of the first recipients of this
award,вЂќ says Mr. Smith, an honorary member of the hospitalвЂ™s
Board of Trustees. вЂњAll I can say
is thank you very much.вЂќ
The event, held at Fleur de
Lys, the estate of Ms. Saperstein,
was an inspirational celebration
of these dedicated volunteers,
2
and a fitting kick-off of the
ChildrenвЂ™s Fund.
вЂњCaring for very sick and
injured children is the mission
that rallies the community
to support care that has been
provided for over a century,вЂќ
says Kathy Rose, trustee and
co-chair of the ChildrenвЂ™s Fund
with longtime friend and philanthropist Bruce Meyer. вЂњThe
ChildrenвЂ™s Fund members will
demonstrate their commitment to making sick kids well
by making annual gifts. We
want everyone in the city to be
a member.вЂќ
вЂў
1. Brooke Shields (left),
Childrens Hospital Trustee and
Co-Chair of the New Hospital
Building Campaign Mary Hart,
and Stephanie and Suzanne
Saperstein.
2. Back row: Childrens
Hospital Trustees John D. вЂњJackвЂќ
Pettker and Kathy Rose, David
Skaggs, MD, co-director of the
Childrens Orthopaedic Center at
Childrens Hospital, Brooke Shields,
Trustee Beth Lowe, Bob Lowe,
Trustee Laura Schulte, Andrew
Cherng and Marie Bland.
Front row: Audrey Bland, Trustee
Marion Anderson, Honorary
Trustee H. Russell Smith and
Trustee Peggy Tsiang Cherng, PhD.
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A garden of play for all children
A
whimsical, universally accessible playground with
musical instruments, simulated sounds of the
ocean and climbing sculptures in a garden setting
will soon greet visitors at Childrens Hospital Los Angeles.
The Jane Vruwink Palmer Healing and Play Garden will
be installed in front of the entrance to the New Hospital
Building in 2009.
вЂњThe play area will deliver one of the most important
visual messages to our patients and their familiesвЂ”that
Childrens Hospital is a place that honors children,вЂќ says
Mary Dee Hacker, RN, MBA, vice president, Patient Care
Services and chief nursing officer. вЂњWhen children are
faced with traumatic illness or injury, we need to allow
them to find joy.вЂќ
The garden is named after Mrs. Vruwink Palmer, who
has generously supported the hospital through a cancer
research endowment and a $5 million contribution toward
the New Hospital Building.
ShaneвЂ™s Inspiration, a non-profit organization dedicated
to improving the lives of children with disabilities by creating universally accessible playgrounds, designed the play
area. The organization has a team of advisors, including
physical, developmental and music therapists. The play
area will be named the Friedman Charitable Foundation
Playground, after the Friedman Charitable Foundation
which is providing the underwriting (see story on page 5).
Designed to accommodate children with wheelchairs, leg
braces, crutches and other barriers that usually leave them
sidelined at traditional playgrounds, the new play area also
will feature sound and visual stimulation for children with
hearing or vision loss. Children with no health limitations
also can use the space.
The play garden will create an environment for children
to regain their much-needed sense of normalcy through
outdoor fun in the California sunshine. Subtle changes in
elevation and resilient rubber surfacing will allow accessibility for wheelchair participants. The area will provide
many different forms of sensory stimulation through creative features such as the tongue drums, rain wheel and
marimba musical panels. Children will be able to climb
bronze beaver, bear and penguin sculptures and enjoy an
Architectural rendering of the Friedman Charitable
Foundation Playground.
Above: ArtistвЂ™s rendering of the interactive sensory ocean wall,
which will spout water and imitate sounds of sea creatures.
Below: A marimba, one of the instruments that will be part of
the play area.
interactive sensory wall with buttons that make water
spout out and simulate the sounds of sea creatures. Other
unique features include different types of abacuses with
wood beads, chime pipes and seashell and starfish climbing handholds.
вЂњOur main goal was to create a space that addressed
specific disabilities, but also provided a common play area
thatвЂ™s fun for siblings as well,вЂќ explains Diane Scanlan,
associate director of design for ShaneвЂ™s Inspiration, who
designed the play area for Childrens Hospital. вЂњFor example, we created a tunnel for kids to climb through and hear
the sounds of waves crashing and thunder; next to the tunnel, there is a bridge that a child in a wheelchair can go
under and hear the same sounds.вЂќ
The play garden is the second outdoor space created
by Childrens Hospital. Recognizing the important healing aspects of nature, the hospital unveiled the Joyce and
Stanley Black and Family Healing and Meditation Garden
in 2004. Located in front of the John Stauffer Lobby in
the Marion and John E. Anderson Building, the garden is
a blissful sanctuary, with contrasting foliage and colorful
childrenвЂ™s art, where families, patients and staff are regularly
seen having a picnic lunch, playing or quietly reading.
вЂў
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P A R T N ER S H I P
ShaneвЂ™s Inspiration and Friedman Charitable Foundation
partner to help bring joy to children
S
haneвЂ™s Inspiration and the
Friedman Charitable Foundation
share a strong conviction that
all children deserve the opportunity to experience real joy. By coming
together to support the play area inside
the Jane Vruwink Palmer Healing and
Play Garden at Childrens Hospital Los
Angeles, they will ensure that countless
children have a special place to find joy
even when faced with serious illness or
injury (see story on page 4).
With the belief that the вЂњplayground is
a childвЂ™s classroom,вЂќ ShaneвЂ™s Inspiration
began with a dream to give every child the
opportunity to play pirates on a bridge,
dig for treasure in a sandbox and reach
the moon on a swing. In 1998, that dream
became reality as ShaneвЂ™s Inspiration created the first universally accessible playground in the Western United States,
and the largest in the nation. The play
area, located in Griffith Park, provides
two acres of fully accessible, sensory-rich
and physically challenging equipment.
Since then, the non-profit organization
committed to fostering acceptance and
friendship among children of all abilities
COMMITTED
TO
has opened 17 other play areas and has
80 projects in various stages of development throughout the world. Located in
Van Nuys, ShaneвЂ™s Inspiration also has
created a unique disability awareness
education program that includes classroom presentations, group discussions
and an interactive field trip to encourage
children to appreciate diversity.
вЂњWe are very excited to be working with Childrens Hospital,вЂќ says
Tiffany Harris, co-founder and executive director of ShaneвЂ™s Inspiration,
which designed the play area that will
be installed in the garden in front of the
New Hospital Building. вЂњHospitals can
often be a very stressful environment.
By giving kids a place just for themвЂ”
a place thatвЂ™s just for playвЂ”we can definitely ease their discomfort.вЂќ
The Friedman Charitable Foundation
is funding the play structure and other
elements in the garden, and is naming
the play structure, with a $500,000 contribution. Established in 2006 by Bruce
Friedman and family, the Friedman
Charitable Foundation supports and
challenges children and young adults
to achieve their utmost in education
and community participation. The
Foundation, located in Sherman Oaks,
supports education, health care and
childrenвЂ™s causes, and also is committed
to creating opportunities for increased
interaction between physically and developmentally disabled children and their
able-bodied peers. They donated $1 million to the city of Calabasas in 2006 to
build вЂњBrandonвЂ™s Village,вЂќ a universally
accessible playground which also was
designed by ShaneвЂ™s Inspiration, at Gates
Canyon Park. Mr. Friedman also serves
on the Board of ShaneвЂ™s Inspiration.
вЂњChildrens Hospital Los Angeles is
honored to have the leading designer of
universally accessible play areas create
this space for us,вЂќ says Mary Dee Hacker,
RN, MBA, vice president, Patient Care
Services and chief nursing officer. вЂњWe
canвЂ™t thank ShaneвЂ™s Inspiration and the
Friedman Charitable Foundation enough
for their vision and leadership.вЂќ
вЂњThe play garden at Childrens
Hospital resonates strongly with us,вЂќ says
Daryn Friedman, executive director of
the Friedman Charitable Foundation.
Bruce and Daryn Friedman
вЂњWhat an incredible feeling to watch
these kids in these playgrounds. Some
are in a wheelchair, some have autism
and some have no special needs, but at
a playground, theyвЂ™re all just kids having
fun and laughing,вЂќ says Mr. Friedman.
вЂњWhat these kids are learning is to accept
people for who they are.вЂќ
вЂў
CARING
Doug and Melissa AllensworthвЂ”
Paying it forward with a First Families legacy
T
Melissa, Emmie and Doug Allensworth
he happiest day of Doug and Melissa
AllensworthвЂ™s lives came on Dec. 18, 2006вЂ”the
day they adopted their daughter, Emily Jane
Ling, from an orphanage in China. Their secondhappiest moment came the next day, when the then
16-month-old toddler looked up at her new father from
her stroller, smiled and exclaimed, вЂњDa-da!вЂќ
Since then, the AllensworthsвЂ™ lives have been filled
with happy moments as first-time parents. вЂњEmmieвЂќ will
celebrate her third birthday this summer and is healthy,
happy and chatting up a storm.
EmmieвЂ™s arrival also inspired the couple, who live in
Indian Wells, Calif., to reach out to help other children
and families at Childrens Hospital Los Angeles. The
Allensworths recently joined the First Families Legacy
Program with a gift in honor of their daughter.
вЂњSheвЂ™s the greatest gift we ever could have received,
and we wanted to give back by helping other children,вЂќ
Mrs. Allensworth explains. вЂњWe felt this gift would be a
great way to instill a legacy of giving in her, and to honor
all the children that Childrens Hospital helps.вЂќ
The couple first became involved with Childrens
Hospital shortly after moving to Indian Wells in 2004.
At the time, Mr. Allensworth was working for a large
financial services company and was taking over for a
retiring executive who had been active in fund-raising
for Childrens Hospital.
After touring Childrens Hospital, the Allensworths
immediately fell in love with it and joined the Desert
Campaign Committee, which raises funds for the hospital
in the Coachella Valley and surrounding areas. From the
start, they were impressed with the hospitalвЂ™s caring staff
and expert research and medical careвЂ”and becoming
parents in late 2006 only deepened their commitment.
вЂњItвЂ™s clearly a different thing when you think of the
possibility of your own daughter needing care one day,вЂќ
says Mr. Allensworth, adding that Emmie has had no
health problems. вЂњA huge light bulb went off. We understood more than ever just how important this hospital
is to our community.вЂќ
Now president of El Paseo Bank in Palm Desert,
Mr. Allensworth has been in banking for 31 years. This
Spring, El Paseo Bank donated the use of its luxury suite
at the 2008 Pacific Life Open professional tennis tournament, so that more desert residents could be introduced
to Childrens Hospital. In addition to his involvement
with the hospital, heвЂ™s on the board of directors of the
Desert Community Foundation and the Coachella
Valley chapter of The First Tee, a program dedicated to
providing young people from all backgrounds with the
opportunity to learn the game of golf. Mrs. Allensworth
has been in the marketing field for many years and
currently has her own marketing consulting business,
MJA Consulting.
In March, the Allensworths were thrilled to attend the
Topping-Off Ceremony for the New Hospital Building.
вЂњIt was exciting to see that final beam being lifted into
place,вЂќ Mr. Allensworth says. вЂњThe New Hospital Building
is critical to the future of Childrens Hospital, and it feels
great to know that our family is a part of it.вЂќ
вЂў
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P ER S O N A L
AND
CORPORATE
CARING
Julio Ramirez: Financial Community
Campaign gains a new asset
I
t took Julio Ramirez more than a year to make
room in his hectic schedule for a tour of Childrens
Hospital Los Angeles. But after he and his wife,
Annette, got a chance to take that tour last fall, they
quickly decided to support the hospital.
The San Marino couple first made a gift to the First
Families Legacy Program to support the New Hospital
Building. This year, Mr. Ramirez joined the Childrens
Hospital Los Angeles Board of Trustees, as well as one
of the hospitalвЂ™s newest committees: the Financial
Community Campaign (FCC).
вЂњOne of the things that inspired us was the commitment of the doctors and staff in caring for these
children,вЂќ says Mr. Ramirez, who was born and raised
in east Los Angeles. вЂњIt also was exciting to learn about
all the research thatвЂ™s going on, and to see how many
specialized treatments are now available to help these
seriously ill children.вЂќ
One way he hopes to help the hospital is through
his involvement with the FCC committee. Chaired by
hospital trustee Theodore R. вЂњTedвЂќ Samuels, the FCC
is a $25 million campaign to increase awareness of the
hospital and attract support from Los AngelesвЂ™ vibrant
financial sector. The committee plans to build a base
of supporters that will see the New Hospital Building
through to completion, with a vision of gaining continued support far into the future.
Although Mr. Ramirez spent 20 years as a political
consultant, heвЂ™s been in the financial industry for the
Annette and Julio Ramirez
T HE
F U T U RE
OF
past eight years. HeвЂ™s currently managing principal of
Park Hill Group LLC, a subsidiary of The Blackstone
Group, one of the worldвЂ™s leaders in discretionary private equity and hedge fund investment.
вЂњI think every industry should support Childrens
Hospital, but the financial community in particular
has the wherewithal to help build the hospital for the
future,вЂќ he explains. вЂњWeвЂ™re working hard to reach out to
our colleagues in the industry and to encourage them to
support Childrens Hospital.вЂќ
Both Mr. and Mrs. Ramirez have long supported the
local community. Mr. Ramirez is chairman of the board
of trustees at Pacific Oaks College and ChildrenвЂ™s School
in Pasadena, a trustee of Otis College of Art and Design
and the Natural History Museum of Los Angeles, and a
director for the Los Angeles Metropolitan YMCA.
The couple are major supporters of the Girl Scouts
Mt. Wilson Vista Council, where Mrs. Ramirez serves
as vice chair. Mrs. Ramirez also serves as a trustee of
Flintridge Preparatory School in La CaГ±ada and as chair
of the Los Angeles regionвЂ™s Marshall Scholars Selection
Committee. A former political consultant, she now
spends her time volunteering and taking care of their
two children, Jonathan David, 4, and Anna Sophia, 2.
вЂњItвЂ™s so impressive to see the level of care and caring
that Childrens Hospital provides,вЂќ she says. вЂњWe hope
our kids never need to go there, but if they ever do, itвЂ™s
comforting to know that they would be in the best possible hands.вЂќ
вЂў
P H I L A N T HR O P Y
Introducing the Juniors of
Childrens Hospital Los Angeles
K
elley Callahan Driscoll, assistant director of Major and
Planned Gifts at the Foundation
Department at Childrens Hospital Los
Angeles, saw an opportunity to encourage women her age to get involved in
something bigger than themselves. She
enlisted her childhood friends Megan
Clougherty Lieb, Colleen Clougherty
Carroll and Anneke Osterkamp Greco,
and the Juniors of Childrens Hospital
Los Angeles were born.
вЂњWe chose to create this group because
we believe in Childrens Hospital,вЂќ says
Ms. Driscoll. вЂњWe wanted our friends to
know how important it is to support the
hospital so that itвЂ™s here for our kids and
grandkids.вЂќ
The women quickly kicked off a lively
and active group, recruiting nearly 100
friends and acquaintances to join them
in their missionвЂ”вЂњTo support Childrens
Hospital Los Angeles by raising funds and
awareness for the institution and to act as
advocates for the children, families and
staff that we so passionately support.вЂќ
Their membership runs the gamut, from
full-time moms to college and graduate
school students to attorneys.
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Mrs. Greco, who works in commercial real estate for CB Richard Ellis, had
a few good reasons to get involved. The
first was her father, who served as a physician at Childrens Hospital until just a
few years ago. The second was the child
she was expectingвЂ”Abigail was born on
April 14, 2008.
вЂњWhen you have children, you realize that nothing is more important than
your childвЂ™s health,вЂќ she says. вЂњChildrens
Hospital is the perfect place to support.вЂќ
Mrs. Lieb also has two very good reasons to support the hospitalвЂ”her sons
Thomas, 2, and Owen, 1. A stay-at-home
mom, she was very moved by her tour
of the hospital. вЂњThe group has opened
up our hearts to these children, and has
also given us the opportunity to be a part
of something new; we are all learning so
much from each other,вЂќ she says.
The Juniors have an active Internet
presence, staying in touch via the groupвЂ™s
blog at TheJuniorsofCHLA.blogspot.com
and on www.Facebook.com. TheyвЂ™ve
already held numerous events, and
are planning their first large-scale gala
for Spring 2009. Co-chairs for the
event are Amy Hough and Michelle
Hammerstein.
Ms. DriscollвЂ™s connection to the hospital is quite personalвЂ”her brother, Brian,
received a heart transplant at Childrens
Hospital at age 13. Though he ultimately
passed away at 18, the Driscoll family sees
those five intervening years as a gift.
вЂњI am deeply touched that so many
of my friends have come together to
support this cause that they know means
so much to me and my parents,вЂќ she says.
вЂњThe moment you step into Childrens
Hospital you know that you are surrounded by greatness, by hope. With the
Juniors, we want to help people see this
institution for what is really isвЂ”a place
where miracles happen.вЂќ
вЂў
For more information about starting
your own support group for the ChildrenвЂ™s
Fund, please email Kelly Driscoll at
[email protected] or call 323-361-2240.
Anneke Osterkamp Greco(left), Megan Clougherty Lieb, Kelley Driscoll and
Colleen Clougherty Carrol
PLANNED
GIVING
Douglas Fanning makes gift
through living trust
R
eflecting on his gift through a living trust for the New
Hospital Building at Childrens Hospital Los Angeles, R.
Douglas вЂњDougвЂќ Fanning says, вЂњYou start looking back
on your life and you realize you should do something thatвЂ™s
meaningful. I thought this would be a worthy thing to do.вЂќ
Mr. FanningвЂ™s generous gift will be recognized in a new
patient room in the Newborn and Infant Critical Care Unit
(NICCU) in the New Hospital Building. Scheduled to open in
2010, the 317-bed, seven-level New Hospital Building will be
one of the finest medical and surgical environments for seriously ill and injured children anywhere in the United States.
Mr. Fanning, a former banker who resides in Los Feliz and
owns commercial real estate, was introduced to Childrens
R. Douglas Fanning, seen here with Palmer the turtle.
[
Hospital by friend and long-time hospital supporter Jane
Vruwink Palmer. He attended several fund-raising events and
took a hospital tour, where he was impressed by the quality of
care provided by physicians, nurses and other staff members.
вЂњI saw preemie babies being cared for 24-hours-a-day, and
I thought, вЂ�This is total dedication,вЂ™вЂќ Mr. Fanning says.
In the 1950s and 1960s, he worked across the street from the
hospital when he was employed by Continental Escrow Co. and
later Cal Fed Bank. вЂњI didnвЂ™t know anything about Childrens
Hospital other than it cared for sick children,вЂќ he says, adding
that the hospital has dramatically changed since then.
Mr. Fanning was born in Davenport, Iowa, and moved
with his family to Hancock Park in Southern California in
1948. After graduating from Harvard School (now known as
Harvard-Westlake), he went to UCLA, but his studies were
interrupted by the Korean War. He served in the Air Force
during the war, and later returned to UCLA, where he earned
his bachelorвЂ™s degree.
He worked for many years in the escrow and appraising
business, ultimately owning a real estate office before retiring
in 1999. Today, Mr. Fanning enjoys managing his commercial real estate, spending time on his collection of vintage cars
and motorcycles and taking his Labrador-greyhound mix,
Noodles, to visit patients at local nursing homes.
Mr. Fanning, who is a member of Childrens HospitalвЂ™s
Emma Phillips Society and the ChildrenвЂ™s Circle of Care, says
heвЂ™s proud to support Childrens Hospital.
вЂњThe hospital is a worthy cause,вЂќ he adds. вЂњAfter working
and living nearby, I always knew in the back of my mind that
it was a world-renowned hospital.вЂќ
Charitable Gift Annuity
A gift that gives back!
A Charitable Gift Annuity (CGA) is
created by transferring a minimum
of $5,000 in cash or other assets
to Childrens Hospital Los Angeles.
The donor receives a steady, fixed
amount for life that is partially
tax-free. At the donorвЂ™s death, the
remaining balance goes to Childrens
Hospital. CGAs offer excellent payment rates (up to 11.3 percent) and
an income tax charitable deduction
for the donor.
If you defer the payments from your
CGA, the amount you eventually
receive will increase significantly.
With a deferred CGA, you make
your contribution now and receive
an immediate income tax charitable
deduction, but you postpone the
start of your income until a specified
future date. Because payments are
deferred, the rate is considerably
higher than the rate for an immediate annuity.
To find out more about charitable
gift annuities, please contact
David D. Watts, associate vice
president of Major and Planned
Gifts, at 323-361-1752 or
[email protected],
or Robert Weiner, assistant
vice president of Planned Gifts,
at 323-361-1749. вЂў
вЂў
ESTATE
PLANNING
Philip Spear donates condo in вЂњbargain saleвЂќ
benefiting the New Hospital Building
W
hen Philip Spear moved to
Palm Desert 12 years ago,
he created a living space
that any bachelor would have been
proud to call home. But after Mr. Spear
met his partner, Linda Shandling, the
Lakes Country Club condo no longer
met their needs. So, after careful consideration, the couple decided to sell
the property in a bargain sale to benefit
the New Hospital Building at Childrens
Hospital Los Angeles.
Bargain sales are an increasingly popular method of making a charitable gift.
The donor sells his or her property at
a reduced price and claims a charitable
contribution on the price difference. In
the case of Mr. SpearвЂ™s home, the hospital was able to sell the condo at full market value, resulting in a six figure gift.
вЂњThe condo was very special,вЂќ says
Mr. Spear, a retired wholesale wine and
beer distributor from Portland, Oregon.
вЂњI put a great deal of time into design-
ing it to my specifications. After Linda
joined me, the condo was really too
small for the two of us, so we decided to
move on and get something else.вЂќ
Mr. Spear was first encouraged to sell
the condo to Childrens Hospital by his
financial advisor, Dick Zeigler, a member of the Childrens Hospital Board of
Trustees. As part of the sale, Mr. Spear
also donated some of the condoвЂ™s furnishings, including a custom-made dining room table and chairs, leather sofas
and artwork.
вЂњFrom a charitable point of view, the
bargain sale made the most sense,вЂќ says
Mr. Spear. вЂњIt provided an immediate
gift to the hospital and an income tax
deduction for me. It meant I could do
something good for the community and
at the same time, allowed me to move
on.вЂќ As for the condo, this unique property was purchased by an NFL player,
who appreciated the time and effort Mr.
Spear had invested.
The process was so beneficial that Mr.
Spear would encourage others to consider contributing to the hospital in a
similar manner.
вЂњThere are people who may be in a
similar situation and might welcome
this kind of opportunity, rather than
trying to sell the property and then
donate the cash,вЂќ says Mr. Spear.
Mr. SpearвЂ™s gift is part of the Desert
Campaign to raise $15 million to fund
the fifth floor of the New Hospital
Building, which will include a desert
motif. A plaque bearing the name of
Mr. SpearвЂ™s father will be displayed in
the building in honor of the donation.
These days, Mr. Spear and Ms.
Shandling live in Rancho Mirage, where
Mr. Spear is enjoying his retirement.
вЂњMy investments keep me busy. I have
a real estate project in the Portland area
and we travel. Somehow, the days and
months just slip by,вЂќ he says.
Philip Spear
вЂў
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photo by walter urie
photo by Terry Green
The New Hospital
Building continues
to rise at 4650
Sunset Boulevard.
The 317-bed,
460,000 square
foot hospital facility
is scheduled to
open in 2010.
June 19, 2008
COMPASSION
From volunteer to donor, Alex Meneses and
John Simpson give generously to Childrens Hospital
E
ight years ago, actress-producer Alex Meneses was
at Childrens Hospital Los Angeles shooting scenes
for NickelodeonвЂ™s hit television show, The Brothers
Garcia. During filming, Ms. Meneses witnessed the hospitalвЂ™s quality of care and warm, loving environment for
patients and their families.
вЂњWhen you think of a hospital, you think of people being sad and depressed, but everyone seemed
so happy at Childrens Hospital,вЂќ she says. вЂњA hospital
can be a very scary place for children, and I was
impressed that Childrens Hospital really takes care of
a childвЂ™s comfort.вЂќ
Ms. Meneses was soon volunteering at the hospital
as a вЂњcuddlerвЂќвЂ”holding babies who were too sick to go
home. In 2006, she served on the Noche de NiГ±os Gala
Committee. She is now a member of the Board of Trustees
and co-chair of the Entertainment Committee.
The Entertainment Committee, comprised of volunteers from various areas of the entertainment industry,
works to engage celebrities and other entertainment
industry leaders as volunteers and donors, bringing them
to events, on tours and for visits with patients as well as
supporting the New Hospital Building Campaign.
Ms. Meneses and her husband, John Simpson, chief
operating officer of Canyon Capital Advisors, are First
Families Legacy Program members. They recently made
a generous gift that will be used to pay for a double
patient room in the Newborn and Infant Critical Care
Unit in the New Hospital Building.
Appearing in a number of films and television shows,
including Auto Focus and The Flintstones in Viva Rock
Vegas, Ms. Meneses is best known for her recurring role
as Stefania on Everybody Loves Raymond, which earned
her a nomination for an ALMA Award and an American
Comedy Award. Most recently, she began producing documentaries under her own label, OOLaLa Productions/
LADDS Entertainment.
Alex also supports numerous worthy organizations, including United Hope for Animals, Landmarks
Historical Society in Chicago,
and an orphanage in Mexico
called Nuestros Pequenos
Amigos. Ms. Meneses is a
devoted alumna of Mother
McAuley Liberal Arts High
School, and in 2005 established the Alexandra Meneses
Endowed Scholarship Fund.
In 2008, she established the
Mother McAuley Teachers
Alex Meneses
Fund at the school.
вЂў
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